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Bookkeeping 
These four public :lddresses from about I R36 to 1841 have not been noted in the 
accounting hiMory literature. One reason is John C. Coli was a convicted ax murderer. A 
second rea.~nn is that perhaps only nne copy of Lhc textbook remains extant. This paper 
brings these addresses into current literorure. 
~ 
An Explor.uory Look 
At the Four Addresses 
On Accounting in the IO'h Edition of 
John C. Colt's 
The Science of Double F.ntry 
Bookkeeping 
Introduction 
lt is easy to understand why these four nddre~es on accounting have not received 
the academic reviews that they should have. One reason is that of the 45 (at least) 
editions-really more like primings-from 11!38 to 1855 (at least) of Colt's book, only the 
10m (1 844), the lith (1845) and the 13111 ( 1846) editions included all of these four 
addresses. lt appears thai there were no addresses in accounting in editions after the 13111 
(Bentley and Leonard, 1934, 21 -22; Accountants' index: A Bibliography of Accounting 
Literature to Dt<eember 1920, 251; Nntionnl Union Catalog Pre-1956 Imprint~. vol. 116, 
569; and Ilausdorfer, 19116. 52-53). 
It is quite po~~ible that the only extant copy of the 10111, II .a and 13m editions is 
the copy of the I o"' edition in the Rare Dooks section nt the Special Collections of the 
University of Rhode Island. This book had heen in the "stacks" for years, when T found 
it When I returned it after an extended period of time, I recommended to the archivist 
that it be removed from the "stacks" and be placed in the "rare hook" collection. It was. 
The import:111ce of th1~ copy of Colt's book to accounting scholarship increased 
immensely with my awareness of tl1c possible uniquene.~s of this holding. As such, I 
want to alen accounting scholars of the existence of the IOih edition at the Special 
Collections of the Un1vcrsity of Rhode Island. One such way is to write this explo1111ory 
paper on tbe lOu. edition. 
There is another reason why scholars have failed to note these four addresses of 
John C. Coli. That reason is the conviction of John C. Colt of first-degree murder 
charges in the "murder" of his publisher (printer) Samuel Adnms in September of 1841. 
Colt was to be banged but committed "suicide" in his cell about one hour before his 
execution. There are countless descriptions of the "crime" and the trial in articles and 
books. Three of the books were biographies of John C. Colt's brother, Samuel Colt, tbe 
inventor of various guns (Rohan, 1935, 1948; Rywell, 1955; Edwards, 1953). 
The "murder" and subsequent trial were featured in a number of other books: 
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Deven's 1876 Our First Century, 531-32; Lawson 's 1914 and 1972 reprint American 
State Trials, vol. I, 455-513; and Tocher's 1994 Froth & Scum. Articles about the 
"murder" and trial were found in "Life, Letters, and Last Conversations of John CaldweiJ 
Colt, ... ( 1842); "Trial of John C. Col! for the murder of Samuel Adams" CN. Y. Sun. Jan. 
30, 1842); An Authentic Life of John C. Colt (1841); and an article "Colt's Ca~e" in 
Democratic Review (Dec. 1842). 
Three mentions of John C. Colt in accounting literature seem never to overcome 
the sensationalism of "murder," trial, and "suicide" of John C. Colt (Goldberg and Stone, 
1985) (Previts & Merino, 1998) (Ross, 1974). The two references to John C. Colt in 
Chrufield and Vangermeersch (1996) do not note these four addresses (6, 415). 
!used "mun.Ier" and "suicide" to indicate the questionable happenings in 1841 
and 1842. Certainly, John C. Colt's crime was tampering with the evidence (i.e ., stuffing 
Adam's body into a crate and having the crate placed on a steamer destination New 
Orleans) after a justifiable homicide. Whether John C. Colt committed suicide or 
escaped in the confusion concurrent with a ftre in prison is unclear, as was the fatherhood 
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of Caroline Henshaw's (Hanshaw) child (either John C. Colt or Samuel Colt). I urge you 
to read all the sources on this "murder" and "suicide." They make for great reading and a 
great subject for a psychohistorinn. However, all of this is outside the scope of this 
paper, except for an item mentioned in the fourth address. 
What is also outside the scope of this paper are the first 190 pages of the I 0~' 
edition. These pages, like the "murder," trial, and "suicide," make for great reading and 
much room for needed analysis. Again, unless the items on these pages are discussed in 
the four addresses, these pages will not be mentioned. However, Appendix A in this 
paper includes the Contents pages of the I o•h Edition. T hope to do a derailed analysis of 
those pages in a later effort. I also volunteer to exchange ideas on these pages with other 
accounting historians. 
The la~t point to consider before discussing each of the addresses is why did John 
C. Colt have the interest, inclination, motivation, and knowledge, as both illustrated on 
the title page of his work and by making, perhaps, the first extended pubHc addresses on 
accounting in the United States, at leasL. Very briefly, John C. Colt had an erratic, but 
seemingly significant, education for the time. He read the classics during some period.~ 
of his early life. (An Authentic Lite . .. , IS, 32, 37). He did attend the University of 
Vermont as a special student in 1830-31. He studied with the President of t11at school , a 
very well respected scholar, James Marsh. Marsh was a pioneer in the requirement of 
daily recitations (Lindsay, 137). The University of Vennoot developed the first 
department of English literature in the country (Lindsay, 174). John C. Colt reponed that 
he was very involved in the debate clllb (An Authentic Life ... , 37). Colt also rend law 
for a year witll a cousin Dndley Selden-who in J 841 became Colt's leading defense 
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lawyer. Colt (An Authentic Li[!t) had also been a farm boy ( 19), a farmer (38), an 
' 
engineer (30), a merchant (49), and a law clerk (36) as well as an accountant (22, 34). 
While John C. Colt never seems to have completed anything for the 11rsL 26 years (1810-
1836) of his life, he finally did complete and copyright his bookkeeping text in 1837. In 
my mind, this allowed John C. Colt to show his father and stepmother that they had 
misjudged him. lt also put him as a performer, like his brothers--Samuel in g1ms, James 
D. in law, and Christopher, Jr. in Business. 1 found John C. Colt a "Man on a Mission" 
and that mission was to be achieved as an educator and author in accounting. This 
tremendous drive led him to the fatal skirmish with Samuel Adams over a few dollars and 
the mechanic' s lien that Adams had on the plates for the book and on unbound pages of 
the texL Since these plmes could not be replaced. J.C. Colt's drive for success led to the 
fatal fight, in my opinion. We tend to forget that authors of those days Jet the ir plates go 
on for many years; hence, accounting texts used dates up to 20-25 years earlier than the 
printed edition. 
An Address on Book-keeping by Double 
Entrv. Delivered before a Public 
Meeting at Cincinnati 
The first three addresses apparently were given- or, in the case of the third, 
prepared to be given-before 1838. Al l three were given--or to he given-in Ohio. The 
first was "delivered hefore a public meeting at Cincinnati ," the key city for examples in 
the text. l believe a search of Cincinnati's newspapers of that day would yield some 
reference to this fir~t address. as well as some ads for both the book and Lhe public 
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address. Certainly, the city register for Cincinnati ~hould be reviewed. 'll\1s research 
needs to be done in the "Queen City'' and should yield some interesting results. 
Coil begins by placing the subject of bookkeeping into two componems: practical 
importance and scientific beauty (I 91). He considered the science of bookkeeping by 
double entry "the most important branch of education that a man engaged in, or expecting 
to engage in commercial pursuits, can acquire" ( 191). Previts and Merino ( 1998) note 
Albert Gallatin Scholfield stressed the importance of property in lRRO ( 173- 174). Jt 
appears that Colt well preceded Scholfield. Colt stated in his first paragraph: 
... And I hope to show conclu~ively, this evening, to that individual 
who has, or ever expected to, possess property, of whatSoever lond, or 
transact bu.~mes~ in any of its variety and extent, that the time he mny 
devote in acquiring a knowledge of, and practicing this science, could not 
be better spent ( 191 ). 
Colt followed that with a comparison between "wealth" and "happiness" and 
"enlightened life" ( 191). "Bookkeeping is a science which had its origin, and ha~ 
flourished most, among that class of men whose pursuits tend directly to the 
accumulation of wealth .... "(1). Tt is anteresting to note that the fatal dispute with 
Samuel Adams came about because of a bookkeeping dispute, n.~ Colr wrote "Book-
keeping is a science which bas grown out of a natoml desire of relieving the memory, and 
a wish to keep from doobts, dis'Putes, and colli~aons .... " (191). 
Colt u~ the now standard "mirror analogy" to stress the scope of bookkeeping 
and "some record or evidence of right of property" (192). His philosophy of property and 
accounting is much like PncioJi's of the very late 1400's. Both writers tlo not separate 
personal assets from bu~iness assets. The entity concept certainly c!Jd not seem to apply 
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to the merchant in Colt's day or in Pacioli '~ day. ln fact, like Pacioli , Colt qmckly refers 
to God: 
" ... Thu~ forcibly is the parent clllled upon, both by the lnws of 
God and man, to give to his child, and the youth to acquire, that practical 
l'llowledge which tends to inl.Tease and to rai~e his condition above brutal 
degntdation, and elevate it into a state of refinement, ease, and opulence 
(192). 
Colt also ~tresses the control aspects of bookkeeping as "it proves often a check-
mate upon the consciences of employed !tgents, as wel l as a lasting record to the orphan 
infant, of effect~ left him by his parents; and a monument of the i nfrunous deception or 
Christian management of his guardian" (192). Here, it is well to remember Colt's 
reading of law for one year with his cou.~in, Dudley Selden. 
"The great beauty of the science of Book-keeping is i\3 simplicity .. . " In this 
sentence Colt capture.~--nr least to me--the overriding strength of nccountmg (the 
breaking down of complex transaction~ and rel:uionship!: into n journal entry and into 
accounts). Coituses thb analogy to describe nn unbalanced set of accounts: ''The great 
machine ts seen to have lost its equilibnum, you nrc wamcd of a mistake, and called upon 
to correct the error" ( 193). 
Colt staunchly believes thnt bookkeeping ~hould be taught by copying-giving the 
pupil written or pnnted transactions to wpy (193). Two or three repetitions arc far 
~uperior tO the puptl's written =-ponse to a tran~action related orally by the teacher 
( 193). Colt ~tales, "You will perceive hy this plan of teaching, the cou~e is thorough; 
consequently the pupil has something to do as well as the teacher. .. . " ( 193). 
Colt want~ the pupil to practice " ... common and diversified entrie~ whtch are 
hourly occumng 10 every ciry of the Union." There is no easy way to achieve success. 
... But this is work, ohl Gentlemen, the real work il~elf, and 
consequently of real and lasting benefit. This is the only way to acquire a 
thorough and complete know lctlge of the science of Book-keeping ( 194 ). 
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In my view, Colt then expresses the problem of today' s teaching of accoUDting-lhe quick 
fix. 
.. .I am thus particular, because many at the present impulsive age 
of unbounded improvements, seem solicitous of plans, which require no 
exertion, and schemes that require no t11ought to comprehend .... (194). 
Colt emphasizes the universality of bookkeeping and stresses that the fact that no 
two merchant.~ keep exactly their booh the same way does not violate this universalJty. 
He writes: 
Books kept by Double Entry are essentially the same throughout 
the country; and that a man who once learns Book-keeping thoroughly as a 
science, never will meet with any new principles, nor new forms of entry, 
when changing from one establishment to another; for in learning the 
science properly, you learn all those forms used in different houses of 
trade . .. . ( 195). 
In language reminiscent of the "scientific management" issues of the early 1900's, 
Colt warns against the mere copying of a technique from one trade to another. He writes: 
. . . Indeed, I should pity any man who was so much a s lave as to 
adopt particular forms, without consulting his own peculiar trade, because 
he had seen those fom1s in print, or because somebody had told him they 
were the best. You rob the science of half its beamy, when you limit it to 
such restrictions, and blunt the accountant's judgment, by binding him tO 
the opinions of others (196). 
Coh puts bookkeeping at the age-level of a hoy of ren years of age ( 196). While 
the books, forms, and procedures were different, there was a couunonali ty . 
... The Leger, the "Great Book" 0 1  which a man's affairs are 
brollght to a single comprehensive view, is distinct, concise, and 
mathematical; and, with scarcely a difference in form, is one and the same 
thing throughout the commercial world ( 197). 
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Colt then introduce~ hi~ two classes of accounts: "Personal" and 
"Representative." The "Personal" or accounts with individuals wa.s a very common 
distinction of tbe times. The "Reprelientat.ive" was more unique (or, perhaps, unique) to 
Colt. Colt defines "Representative Account~" a.~· " ... denoting a peculiar ldnd of 
property, gain. expen~e. los~. or claim .. belonging to yourself or others, and kept under 
its title for a spec1fic purpose ... " (197). He contrasted this to Bennett's "Fictitious 
Accounts.'' Colt then enters into a declamation by the use of this hrnnd of rhetoric . 
... Gentlemen, I have never been ahle to find on any set of books a 
fictitious account . Tmc, 1 might conceive of something imaginary, false. 
counterfeit, not real, not tme. allegoncal; but a merchant's books are 
directly to the reverse of all this. To be clearer, by way of illustration: 
Agreeably to Bennett's language, his Profit and Loss nccountt~ a fictitious 
account. But Profit and Loss account represents all losses; consequently, 
if one o f you, Gentlemen, should be so unfortunate as to be robbed here 
tonight of a thou~and dollars, you would go home and debit Profit and 
Loss with the loss. But no, this would hen sad mistake, for should you 
put your loss here, agreeably to Bennett's terms, logically carried out in 
the commonly understood meanmg of the English language, the fact of 
your hemg robbed would appear not to be true, but only imaginary ( 197). 
Colt holds that there are rarely any more than ten to twelve "Representative 
Accounts" in any regular business. He claims thnt "Personal Accounts" are both more 
numerous and precisely alike. Hence, the Ieamer (Pupil) can easi ly master the ~cience 
(197). 
Colt feels that lnlining in bookkeeping did not have to lead the pupil to being an 
expert accountant to do the pupil much good. Srudying and practicing accounting leads 
to a much deeper understnnding of one's own affairs. "I would say lo no man, learn 
Book-keeping for the ~pecial purpose of standing at the desk. but that he may know how 
his affa.i~ are, or ~hould he, represented" ( 198). " I would say to the man who hll.~ money 
to do bu.~ine!>.~ on, learn Book-keeping, but let someone else keep the books" ( 198). 
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Colt places great stock in the closing of the books as thc means to attain a perfect 
and satisfactory knowledge of the science of Book-Keeping. Then the Ieamer: 
... sees how the great machine is wound up, anclthe bearing each 
part has upon the whole. And clerks may often, yea, often do, practice In 
stores for their whole lives, and not have thi~ to do ( 199). 
Colt feels that single-entry bookkeepmg IS vastly inferior to double-entry 
accounting. 
. .. The Leger of a bet of Single Entry books never tells but half the 
story; of itself ru!miL~ of no proof; is always out of balance, and 
consequently incorrect. It is son of get-along-way. adopted only by the 
inexperienced, nnd approved of only by those who do not understand the 
science. And in the end you will find tllat it requires more time to keep a 
set of Single than Doubh: Entry books; and in the one cftbc you are sure of 
being right, while in the other, you are almost cenain of being wrong 
( 199). 
Colt then predicts bookkeepmg wiU be taught in every common school in the 
coumry ( 199). I wonder if this ever were so. An interesting ~ntdy would be to obtain 
statistics on the number and perccnl of junior high and high schools offering such a 
course and the percent of their students talcing the course. 1 would guess that hath the 
number of COUISeS and the percent of smdents taking such cou~~ in high school now is, 
prelty much, at the lowest level it has been since 1840. 
Colt h<b some very harsh words for Presidenc Andrew Jackson and his~ 
circular. The failure of Congress to renew the National Bank of the United Suues in I 832 
led to a severe insuthility in thc circulating currency (Tuttle and Perry, 176) and, 
ullimately,the Pan1c of 1837. Colt noted in a footnote that the paralyzing effect to 
commerce was afterwards most bmer1y regretted (200). 
Colt concludes this address wuh a gush of rhetoric. He must have been quite a 
formidable foe in declamation~ at the UniveJliity of Vermont. 
... A well-kept set of books in an e~tablishment mny not always 
prevent catasrrophes. Yet, when the storm is past, although it mny have 
swept the decks, the compass is yet sound: an honest band has kept a tme 
record upon 1 he logbook: you are enabled to tell where yon are; a new sai I 
is contrived to be rnised and you start anew with the advantage of past 
experience, and the gain of a double confidence from all who have 
examined the shrp and found her sound at the hull (20 I). 
If you would excel in any pursuit, acquire all the knowledge that 
has an intimate connection with that pursuit. II you would excel in trade, 
expand your mind~ in acquiring knowledge of the records of trade (20 I). 
An Address on Book-kee ping by Double Entry. Delivered Before a Public Meeting at 
Davron. Ohio 
Colt uses an intene.~ung rhetorical tactic m hrs first sentence. He states a 
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t:hallenge he will try to overcome by stating "that is calculated of itself to excite so little 
mtere.~t as that of Book-keeping by Double Enrry" (201 ). "lts advocates being few, and 
its denouncers many ... " (202) . 
. . . And Wtlh all, as thi~ will probably be the fi~t address most of 
you have ever heard upon the ~ubjcct, I may fairly expect that you will not 
undervalue the merits of the science from any want of skill on my pan in 
unfolding its principles, to the full of your expectations (202). 
Colt dc~ribes bookkeeping ~ "a sybil betokening a good or bad omen, even in 
operations not of today, but of remote effect" (202) from those being advocates of 
bookkeeping. There were denouncers of bookkeeping because of unpractical books and 
ignorant expounders (203). However, there has been a gradual improvement, since once 
the technical terms have been mastered, then there i~ remarkable beauty, clarity, and 
conciseness (203). Colt feels that pupils have been swamped with a too-diverse set of 
~ntries (203). Colt stresses the equilibrium nature ofbookkeeptng (204}. 
His solmion i~ to match the teaching of bookkeeping for five different rypcs of 
businesses. The first type is a regular merchandising business in which a Merchandise 
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account is debited and credited for all merchandise transactions. "And it is upon this 
account they expect to make their profits, and it is always so kept as to show the gross 
gain or loss in business, or in other words, tbe amount they may have sold their goods for 
above or below the original cost ... " (204). Colt stares: 
It must be evident by confining t11e Ieamer to that class of entries 
which occur in business to make up the merchandise account, he will more 
readily become familiar with them as well as embrace the all-governing 
rule, necessary to be thoroughly understood in its general action, before 
material progress is made, than if he had promiscuously laid before him 
different entries involving different actions of the same common principle 
(205). 
The second type of business is a consignment house, in which a Sales Account (in 
effect, a liability account) is used for each firm sending stock to be sold by the consignee . 
. . . But then you do debit it (the Sales Account) with all the 
expenses that may be incurred in handling or preparing said goods for 
sate; and in all cases give eacb Sales Account credit for the amount of 
sales thereto belonging, precisely as you would under other circumstances 
your regular Merchandise Accounts . .. (206). 
The third type of business described is a finn that consigns merchandise to be 
sold by Lhe consignee. There is an acc~unt set up for each "adventure" with debits for the 
actual cost of the goods and shipment to be later offset with credits for the net (of 
commissions) amount to he received (207). The fourth type of business is called 
"speculating" and centers on specific goods (207). 
These accounts are known by lhe name of each article bought; to 
which account is debited the cost and expense on said article, and receives 
a credit from time co time a~ sales are affected. Thus you are enabled to 
ascena in the precise gain or loss on each purchase and sale of any 
commodity or speculation, from day to day as you c lose said sales (207). 
The last, and fifth, type of business deals with ''the purchase and sales of stocks, 
rea l estate, and the general agency of the like" (207). 
. .. The~e account~ are proportional ly numerous with the different 
kinds of stocks, and separate, and distinct pieces of real estate you may 
trade in, or become agent for. Bach hears the title by which it is usually 
known, and is debited with the original cost, the expenses therefrom, if 
any, from lime to time; likewise credited with the profits arising 
therefrom, and lastly, with the final ~ale; and from which you may gather, 
at any time, as in a regular merchandising account, the profits arising from 
said possession (207). 
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Colt built his textbook on this so that the last type of business became tr.msacted 
in March of 1837 (3641 ). fllis lex t covered 1 anuary I, 1837 10 June 30, 1837 with a trial 
balance ar t.he end of each monrh.] He rationalizes his "orderly approach" versus the 
competing bookkeeping texts, which wc.re given "without order, method, or 
arrange-ment" (208). 
It is my opinion that the science of Book-keeping .should he laid 
before the pupil after this arrangement, not more from taking the 
development of other sciences as a guide, and the entirely distinct 
operations or one class or accounts from another, than from having seen 
it~ efficacy in instructing young men from this method above the old and 
common plan. And, Gentlemen, 1 believe you will alike concur with the 
view 1 have taken of the subject without much further argument (208) . 
... In a word, is it not quite clear, that the pupil would gain much 
more knowledge of the science by confining his ancntion, first, to that 
class of entries which arise from keeping a regular running merchandise 
account, next, those of a commission, and so on, then if he take them 
promiscuously; as, first, a merchandise account, then an advenmre, then a 
commission, then a stock, then a speculation, and so on, without order, 
changing to different rules of operations in each succeeding entry (208). 
Colt feels that his textbook competitors were writing for experienced accountants, 
rather than "those who had yet to learn the science" (209). He talks about three of them--
Bennett, Marsh, and Goddard. Bennett uses a catechism approach and ha.~ about thirty 
pages of questions and answers (209-210). Colt believes that approach should be used at 
the end of a textbook, not the beginning (2 10). Marsh "states a case, gives the form of 
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journalizing, and some genernl remarks upon the point in question" and devotes twenty 
pages to thi~ approach (21 0). 
Colt then praises Goddard. 
Goddard's plan of expounding the principles appears much more 
scientific and rational. He gives a plain and unaffected description of 
some of the principal nccounrs in the most common use. And although his 
descriptions arc very imperfect in many respects, yet all experienced and 
practical :lCcouniJlniS have, as far as my knowledge extends, conceded to 
him lhc prefereoce. Goddard, however, is but little known. The reason is 
quue obvious, from the fact that his work contains four or five limes the 
quantity of matter in Benneu's or Marsh's; consequently it was not to be 
expected that school-teachers would take upon themselves the task of 
instmcting a boy from a book that woulrl take a year to write over, when 
they found an apparent substirute in a work they might pass through in 
one-fourth the lime (21 1 ). 
Colt then describes another fearurc of his book: "T would the pupil, especially the 
adult, when he ha~ made himself acquainted wi th the nature of accounts, make practical 
foTIIIS of keeping books a srudy" (2 11). Colt reflects that more than one-half rbe time ts 
spent with the dead languages, so as to "give strength to thought, power in rea~oniog, 
elegance in diction, and force in argument" (2 12-213). He feels that books on 
commercial knowledge would have the same effect (213) . 
. . . Will you ~ny that the youth can tr:lCe upon bis record the 
produce of his own immedtate neighborhood to some seapon mart, thence 
to a disiJIOt country for disbursement, withO\ll feeling an expansion of 
thought? Is there nothing in the effect produced upon the commercial 
mind in seeing the result of a bad anrlunwise ~-peculation? Ts there 
nothing in the effect produced by seeing the final adjustment of one's 
operntions in bu~iness for n given time, presenting a gam or loss in bis 
movement, as a whole? ... (2 13). 
Colt believes that more accounting sturlents proportionately do hener than 
coUegians (2 13). He ended with a call for an increase in knowledge of commerce . 
.. . This knowledge gives the JOuprcmacy to one merchant over 
another. Let it be umversally acquired, and the effect would be most 
palpable and beneficial upon the great whole. You would no longer be the 
dupe of some puny editor, nor the commerce of your country suhject to the 
caprice of every dCliigning, artful , and aspiring demagogue (2 14). 
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An Address before the College of Professional Teachers, upon the Utility of the Science 
of Book-keeping by Double Entry 
This address was prepared for this conference, probably in 1837, 1838 or I R39, 
but was not given because "It is a custom for that hody of men tO mnke arrangements for 
their address in the preceding annual meeting, for the next whid1 is to follow. Mr. Colt 
was DOl aware of tbis fact when the address was written; and consents only to give it here, 
from the fact that genemlly compardtively nothing has been written upon the subject" 
(2 I 6). I am quite sure that some material on the College of Professors and Teachers is 
available in the history museum and archives of Cincinnati. 
Colt claims be found no advocate of the topic anywhere in the nation. T find Colt 
quite correct and he might be the best writer in the world on this topic up to the 1880's 
with Charles E. Sprague in the U.S. and Johann Friedrich Schar in Gem1any. Colt writes: 
" ... there are DO Lectures, no Orations upon the science of Book-keeping to be found" 
• (215). Colt feels that this has happened because the strong men of the land have not 
rumed their attention to it" (216). Colt W!lli not aware ofPacioli's 1494 effort, which is 
not surprising since it was only in 1878 that the people of his birthplace of Borgo San 
Scpolcro were react.Juainted with his work (Yamey, 1994, 28). However, B.F. Foster had 
noted Pacoili (Luca~ Paciolus, better known by his local name DeBurgo) in 1836 in his 
book, A Concise Treatise on Commercial Bookkeeping (20). It is problematic ro note 
whether J .C. Colt was familiar with Foster's book. 
Colt believes that "tJrere are no plans of education devised for the intended 
merchant" (2 17). lie hits a seemingly new height of rhetoric in th.i s passage. 
... Men, m all their actions, denounce the dogmas of your worn-out 
tenets. Social life, social union, the enjoyment of the fire.~ide, the men of 
the legislative hall, seck for things prdCLical. All animate and inanimate 
namre proclaim, onward! The trees oflhe forest cast off their withered 
foliage, and shield their br.mches with a new and refreshing shade. The 
wtld grass of tbe prairie bows its stiffened limbs, and opens af~h its 
bosom to the solar smiles. All is onward hut the education of the 
merchant, the elevation of the mechanic, and the stiffened sinews of the 
laborer (217). 
He claims that bookkeeping by double entry is both most u.~eful and so ea.~y to 
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acquire (217). [In the parlance of 2005, o.ccounung ha~ the most bang for tbc buck.j His 
goal here is to hope to excite n more thorough exammatioo of the subject (218). He 
conside~ hook keeping/accounting to be unique. "Thence we may infer that a 
knowledge in what form or language a change of property should he expressed is n 
science to be learned by itself; and allhough dependent for active operation upon some 
change or right of possession or right of propeny, it nevenheless exists apart, and is 
independent of said changes ... " (21R). 
ago. 
I believe that Colt would have said the same thing in 2005 that he dtd 160+ ycrus 
I say well-devised books, that the works upon this science are 
lamentably deficient , is undeniably evident, from the fact that men seeking 
information from them through the Msistnnce of an ordinary teacher, find 
themselves at last ignorant of the object desired, and rum fromtbc pursnit 
with disgu.<;t, proclaiming that it is dry, mystified, and mysterious; and, tn 
a melancholy disappointment, add a train to their belief, and promulgate 
ignorance (218). 
As with the second adclrcst., Colt-- in this case in an elaborate footnote tJ1at 
apparently appeared first m lbc 8111 edition (perhaps the one causmg t.be dispute with 
Samuel Adams}-pr.uses Thomas 11. Goddard. Sad to say Colt laments Goddard's 
demise in a ftre in New York City in 1829 or 1830 (219}. This is somewhattrontc smcc 
the prison fire set on Colt's execution day could have caused Colt's dem1se 1nthe same. 
way. 
Colt feels bookkeeping "forms a check to the rash and indiscreet, by holding a 
caricarure of their own dro~wing in a blushing record of iU-devised schemes" (2 19). In 
two more rhetorical nights, Colt says: 
lf education should be suited to the wants of the man, then Book-
Keeping sho uld be taught 10 all, for all men want a competency ro live by; 
and no property is so secure as that in which I he owner trusts not more in 
its preservation co a rrencherous memory, then in a faithful and rcspccrcd 
record (220) . 
.. . It prevents frauds, colli~ions, and disputes. Tt polllls 10 jusricc, 
honor, and honesty. It is a daily beacon prompting to frugal icy; and hourly 
admomsher of rhe ruinous effects of sluggishneJ:..s, carelessness, ami 
extravagance. It expands the mind-susceptible of enlargemem--and 
regnlates rhe wi ll, included to confusion (220)." 
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Coh re-stresscs this Light description of the science of accounls. "The love of gain 
and possession i~ a very prominent and evidem instinct of our nature. The science of 
accounts is dueny a sc1ence of gain and possc~sion (220). 11 
Colt seems 10 be in rune with current educational and psycholog•calrhinking with 
this recommendJUion for yomh from the ages often to fourteen . " ... Atthis period, too, 
he is like clay in the potter's hands, that may be modelled into good use, which, if left 
upon the bank of ItS narivity, tends 10 become ~urfeited with books, when rhe fooleries, 
gayeties, and absurdmes of life seem taking a preponderance 111 h1s rhoughr, .. " (222). 
" ... The reason i~ obv1ously chis: much of rhe in~linct of his narure 1s apparently indulged 
in, and he sees in I his ~tudy a practical use of who! he has previously learned ... " (221). 
Colt, while nearing the end of hi~ rroposed speech (or declam;~rion), venrores inLo 
his ricb imellecrual hentage. 
The man of a thousand volumes will, perhaps, say be mu~l have 
some authority, some old prccedem, before he ean consent to given 
hearing to what is proposed. I venera1e the man of book.~. even though he 
has gained nothing for his pains but a ragged coat and gr.tve spectacle; and 
should be pleased, for his satisfaction, to conuneoce with Seneca and 
Pliny, and open to diploma- a grnnt; singrapham--a bill; tnhulae-the entire 
account; magnus Iiber--t he Ledger; tempus venale- the day of sale; 
ultrnque pnginn-debtor and creditor; and continue down to Dr. Johnson, 
where he says "Book-keeping is an an which nn condition of life can 
render useless-which must contribute to the advancement of all who buy 
and ~11-of all who wish ro keep or improve their possessions-of all who 
desire to be rich-of all who desire robe wise. Let no man corer into 
business while he is ignorant of the method of regulating books; "or to 
where Goddard exclnims-'"l'his is the Magna Chana of the Merchants" 
(225). 
An Address on Book-keeping by Double Enuy. Delivered Before a Pnbljc Meeting at 
Boston. Ma~~-
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Col t gave this address sometime after January 3, 1841 and before September 17. 
1841-the day of the murder. I hope to find the date in 1841 by an examination on each 
Boston paper on microfilm for that yenr at the Boston Public Libmry. My first search, 
the Boston Morning Pos!, was a failure. except for covemge on Sept. 29, lll41 on the 
murder (2). Hopefully, an ad for the meeting will be found, as well as a revtcw of it. 
Hopefully, also there will be price data for the various versions of Colt's eiTons. 
Colt clearly saved the best for the last. I do not know if Colt had done funher 
research in 1839, 1840 and/or 1R41 or if he just did not include these new comments in 
the lirsl three addresses. As there certainly was no developed literature in nccounting at 
that time, T'm puzzled at how Colt added these findings. 
Colt stans with what was probably true, Dt least in the U.S .• "In all probability 
lhcrc arc none present who have ever heard a lccmre upon Book-keeping" (227). I nm 
willing to say that this is prohnhly the best exposition in English before Charles E. 
Sprague's effort~ in the early 1880's. 
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Colt seems to have done enough reading and otudying :111d teaching in lhe U.S. to 
backup his sllltement that "the fact that the general course of eduCRtion pursued has been 
devised hymen but little acquainted with the practical operations of life; men who, from 
educarion, have been wrapped up in the classic beauty of ancient writers, :111d in fancied 
schemes. have thought that they would make every male a hero, :111d every female a 
goddess ... " (227). 
Advancing, a.~ we arc, to become the greatest maritime and 
commercial nation in the world. the subject of our di~coursc is daily 
becoming a study of deeper interest. not only to those engaged in foreign 
trade, but him whose advenrurers are to wind their way amid our 
numerable rivers And wide-spread lakes. Men, whose warehouses spring 
from amid the yetun~ubdued forest and va.~t prnirie, must feel alike the 
imporlllnce of a knowledge of accounts, with him resident of the demise 
populated city and long-distinguished pons of trade (228). 
Coli stre~~e~ double-entry bookkeeping as a "great labor and time-saving 
record ... " (228). Currently taught by "beardless boys preparing for a college or a 
profession ... " (228) and "with the awkward and half-explainerl manner. .. " (228) of 
teaching, the subject needs a good hearing. Colt then places his method ahead of these 
writers; Jackson (William. from Dublin, 1771 through New York in 1823) sec Hausdorfer 
( 126-127); Goddard (Thomas Henry, NY, 1818 through Baltimore. 1837) sec Bentley 
and Leonard (I t-12); l:lenncll (James Arlington, from 1820 through 1862) ~ee Benlley 
and Leonard ( 10-11 ); Marsh (Christopher Columbus, from 1820, Philadelphia to 1886) 
~ee Renlley and Leonard ( 16-17): Preston (Lyman, from 1827 111 Utica to 1867 in N.Y.) 
sec Bentley and Leonard (15-16); Hitchcock (Ira Irvine, 1823 in Pennsylvania through 
1858 in Boston) ~ee Bentley and Leonard (13-15): Edwards (William 1834 in N.Y.) 
Bentley and Leonard ( 19-20); Foster (Benjnmln Franklin from 1836 in Boston and 
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Philadelphia to 1853 in Boston), Bentley and Leonard (21); and Harris (Levi with Eddy 
W. Phettyplace, 1834 in Norwich, N.Y.) Bentley and Leonard (20). 
There are many others as well--Colt uses the words "all other commentators" 
(229). I have some of these books in my library and agree that Colt's efforts are quite 
superior to all others. To me, a most interesting dissertation topic would be lhis 
comparison that Colt "alludes to" or "just plain brags about." 
Colt then posits that "the credit of the invention of the primary principles of 
Double Entry Book-ke~ping to the ancient Jews or Arabians" (229). He uses as evidence 
Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe. tie quotes from Scon's book: 
.. . Yet, the passive courage inspired by the love of gain, induced 
the Jews to dare the various evils to which they were subjected, in 
consideration of the immense profit~ which they were enabled to rcaJizc in 
a country so wealthy as England. In spite of every kind of 
discourdgement, and even of the special Court of Taxation, called the 
Jews' Exchequer, crceted for the very purpose of despoi ling and 
distressing them, the Jews increased, muJrlplied, and accumulated huge 
sums, which they transferred from one hand to another by means of bills 
of exchange: nn invention for which commerce is said to be indebted to 
them, and which enabled them to transfer their wealth from land to land-
that when threatened with oppression in one country, their treacrure might 
be secured in another (229) from Pllfker's revised edition, Vol. 1, page 79. 
Colt gives the time oflssac, the (Wandering) Jew, to be about 11 90 rhrough 1200, 
also the dru.es of Leonardo of Pi sa (Leonardo Pisano)(Fihonacci)-noted by Tito Antoni's 
piece in Chatfield and Vangermeersch's The History of Accounting: An International 
Encyclopedia (377-379). I have been fascinated by Colt's hypothesis for the many years 
I had the lOth edition in my hou~e on an extended borrowing period. This pa~sage 
should have been enough of a clue for this paper to have been done ten years ago but 
bener ten years late than never. 
Colt then examined the Lombards, as llalians were more commonly known in 
1200. as being n probable conduit of double-entry bookkeeping (230). ''The lltllians, 
during lllis period, were alive to that kind of improvement which arises from copying 
other nations and institutions ... " (230) . 
. . . They carried on trade with Egypt, and drew thence the rich 
products of the Indies. They rev1ved in Europe those arts and 
manufacturers which had slept for nearly four hundred years, and whose 
drooping shades they found glimmering in the East; and most likely 
picked up, among other things, all they ever knew of Double Entry Book-
keeping, nt Constantinople, Ale;umdria, or some other Eastern c ity whose 
traders more anciently may have practiced it in their commerce with 
Northern Africa, Hindostan, and the country bordering upon the Red Sea 
(230). 
He then posits that the halian~ would have publicized the fact thnt one of them 
hnd done i1. " It looks a lillk strange ... thatthey had not handed down the name of the 
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author, his place of residence, or at lea.~t the country in which he lived, if no more than in 
tr.ulition" (230). The red1~covery of Pacioli WiiS about 30 years away hy everyone but 
B.F. Foster. In fact , Colt felt the Han~oeatic ~ague was a much more hkcly founder than 
the il:alians (230-231). Colt concluded that double-entry bookkeepmg " . .. is indebted to 
rhe ingenuity of mauy minds ... " (231 ). 
Colt offers this interesting hypothe~i~ of the point at which double-emry 
bookkeeping arrived. 
We may suppose that when individuals became trade~ for their 
own private benefit, they found the expense of keeping a clerk to manage 
each separate account, was a source of too great a tax; to avoid which, 
they united the separate books in simple accounts arranged in one or more 
books, and assigned the ta.~k of kee ping them to a single individual, whom 
they considered necessary to employ for this purpose ... (23 1). 
Colt feels all clerks should be fully qunhfied to keep the books andlhat double 
entry is much less laborious than single entry (232). He note~ the ~ixteenlh century as 
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wben "great attention was paid to the study of accounts" (233). ''The ~y~tem, however, 
was not cuolim:d to the subject of account~ alone, hm consisted chiefly in a series of 
mathematical caJcu l n~.ions; while the subjeCt of Book-Keeping formed a minor part'' 
(233). 
Colt then mak~ a statement that need.~ to be researched in Scotland. 
Unfortunately, he leaves no date or reference to the source mentioned, even though the 
date appears to be in the lnte 1600s . 
. .. About this time there appeared an article upon the subject in the 
Edinburgh Encyclopedia, together with an illu>tration. Attention wa.~ 
agrun aroused: Authors again started up; and their works, modeled from 
the brevity of thi~ article, gained for the science of Book-Keeping a 
permanent place in most of the htgh ~chools of Europe (233). 
Colt feels that the 1700s and 1800s were marked by a completion of principles of 
the science of bookkeeping (234). He follows that with his standard paragraph on 
double~ntry, su·e-,~tng "cquilibriwn" (234). The same view on competing authors-they 
delineated commercial operations with all ~ns of dtfferent transactions mixed togetbe.r-
is made (235). Apparently Colr then repents hts discussion of the five c las~e_~ of account 
but did not print that pan of the fourth adurcss (235). He then quotes Abercrombie who 
wrote in Vol. 37 of Harpers Family Librarv on page 37: 
... All an, therefore, must be founded on science, or a correct 
knowledge of these relations; and all science must consist of such a careful 
observation of facts in regard to the relations, shall enable us confidently 
to pronounce upon those which arc lixed a.nd uniform. He who follows 
certain arts or practical rnles, wuhout n knowledge of the science on which 
they are founcled, is the mere artisan or the empiric; be cnnnot ad vance 
beyond the precise rules which arc given him, or provide for new 
occurrences and unforeseen difliculues" (236). 
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Colt limits bookkeeping tn a transactional ba.~e. "for surely there is no connection 
between the quality of a piece of goods, its texture, ns measurement, its intrinsic or 
numerical value, and that of the Day-Book nnd Ledger record. The record is arbitrarily 
kept to show how and where properry exists, but not to alter tbe nature or the manner of 
holding, preserving, nor disposing of said property" (236). Colt uses the ordered teaching 
of mathematics- addition, subtraction, multiplicauon, and division -to describe his 
version of teaching bookkeeping by five classes of tr.msactions (236-237). 
He also repeats his views on "Prnctical Forms," a~ being for the more adult type 
(237). These forms can substinue for a journal. " ... The exclusion of the Journal saves 
one half of the labor in keeping books by Double Entry. In truth, in most cases of 
practice the Journal is useless and cumbersome, and bhould be rejected" (237). 
He contrasts the teaching views of Bennett-combining the journal and daybook--
to Marsh-keeping lhem separate (231!). Colt suppon.~ Marsh's views from a teaching 
viewpoint. 
In learning Book-kccpmg, it is advt~nblc to make use of a Journal, 
thnr, the tcachcr may see, before the pupil posts the amounts of the Day-
Book entries to the Leger, if he ha.~ given the Leger-tilles correctly, as well 
as for the convenience of practicing the pupil upon those accounts that 
make up the science, as the dt~posal of Lhc detailing record in accordance 
(238). 
While he finds fau lts with Bennen. Marsh, and Harris for not teaching principle.~. 
Colt does pmtsc them for their efforts (238). He again bring~ m "wealth." "Book-keeping 
is a practical science of incalculable bcnelilto every man who wishes to accumulate 
wealth for his own enjoyment or the happiness of hts family" (239). He ag:un contrasts 
the U.S. wilh Europe-A view that, in my mind, needs some references and ~tntistics for 
1840-" .. . thnt the day is nol far distant when it w11l be introduced n.s a common-school 
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book lhrougbool this country, as it is at this time universally adopted throughout the 
enlightened klngdoms of Europe ... " (239). I would be interested to note Colt'$; successes 
of having his books adopted in Europe. There is also a need to verify Coli 's commenlli 
about common school educntion in Europe. 
It is very interesting to note the ill will caused by single-entry verms double-
entry. Remember thai this address wa.~ given in 1841 just before the "murder." 
... When errors occur in keeping books by Dot1blc Entry, they are 
detected AI the time and corrected. On the contrnry yet devised, as they 
are heedlessly pa.~sed over, a loss to yourself, or remain a gendering 
poison to bring about the ill will of your customers, and not infrequently 
leading to lawsuits and questionable reputation ... (240). 
The science of accounts, Colt ~tales, will find a place commensurate with its 
importance (242). Again, the knowledge of bookkeeping for the fil'l>ltype of bu.~inesses 
i.s very useful for the farmer, mechanic, and merchant (243). lie, then by foornote, 
illustrates 66 word~ u~ed by the double-entry accountant to 220 words used by the single-
entry accountant (244-245). However, much more imere.~ting 1~ the use of tbc ship name 
"Caroline, Hanshaw," the name (at least his version of it) of Snnmcl Collli reputed first 
wife, Caroline Henshaw (244) and the hearer of e ither Samuel's or John C.'s son. 
Colt then describes a potential business failure due to the merchant's failure to usc 
double-entry bookkeeping for "pork speculation in the far-famed Queen of the West" 
(246). The story had a happy ending with the single-entry person being converted into a 
.~trong proponc111 o f double-entry bookkeeping (244-249). A second Mory centers around 
a green lrish boy bootblack, who wa.~ 1aug h1 double-entry bookkeeping nt his master's 
insistence. However, Colt later on relates meeting the bootblack operating on a small 
trading vessel in Cincinnati and Colt concludes that the master was no1 a madman (249-
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251). Colt also !intis that city to be on equal footing with New York on the ~uhject of 
bookkeeping, "many year~ in advance of mo>t of the cities of our country." 
Colt add~ New Orleans to the list of three U.S. citie.~ highly interested in Lhe 
science of accounts (25 1). He guesses that only one merchant in ten out> ide from the~ 
three cities keeps proper (double-entry) accounts (251 ). He mentions that it wa~ in 1833 
that the College of Teache~ (~ee the third add res>) had only one applicant in teaching 
accounts (and an imperfect one) of the 32 new applicant.~. He then makes this interesting 
compari~on; 
lf I have been correctly informed, no teacher of the science of 
account~ ha~ ever been able to sustain himself for any great length of time 
in your city (Doston), which contains 100,000 inhabitants; while 10 the 
city of New York there are probably th.ny teachers. It is said that the New 
England merchnnts almost unanimously keep their accounts by Single 
Entry. Jt is quite surprising that this subject has remained so long 
neglected hy your favored sons of geniu~ and of learning (25 1 ). 
His la.~t story comes from the New York Sundnv Morning New> of January 3, 
I R41. (This is why I know his Boston address took place in Boston between January 3 
and September 17, I 841 ). Apparently, a secretary of President Van Buren confused 
double-entry accounting wi th 11 double set of clerks (253). Colt end~ with A ri nging call 
for action. 
.. It tS a truth that most of our wealthy merchants' sons have 
learned the principles of this science from select and costly teachers. J 
know of no reason why those le~s fortunate may not enjoy the same 
advantages at schools less noted. As farM facts and argument> CWJ go, 
showing Lhe genernl neglect in whidllhc subject has been held, the easy 
manner of ac4uiring its principles and the Advantages derived from 
possessing n knowledge thereof, I believe I may here restLhe point, with 
the assuram;c of having "gained my cn.~e" (253). 
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Conclu~ions 
John C. Colt should be remembered in accounting history not only as an ax 
murderer but the person with rhe first scholarly look at accounting in the U.S.-and, 
perhaps, rhe world. Two accounting writers in the early 1880's, Charles Ezra Sprague in 
the U.S. ami Johann Friederich Schar in Germany, clearly were preceded by about 40 
years by J.C. CoiL I would he interested to note if Colt bad any influence on Sprague and 
Schar. This is especially true for Sebar, as I am not able to understand his writings in his 
native language of German. 
There is no doubt to me that Colt'~ addresses were hidden by the "murder," trial 
and "suicide". It is time to get over this-after all it's been over 160 years. With only 
three editions (I om, J I •h, and 13rh) including all four addresses and if only the I 0111 edition 
at my school remain~. no wonder the needed scholarship was not done. f plead guilty to 
this myself, a.~ Thad the book out for 10 years and missed botb the rrrst 190 pages of the 
text and the first tbrec addresses. My fa.~cinnrion with the fourth addre.-;~ was limited to 
Colt's thinking about the origin of accounting. 
I hope I bavc made a strong ca.~e for a reprinting of the I o•h ediuon with a fairly 
long Introductory section for hoth John C. Colt and for a critique of rhis edition. This 
reprinting will allow accounting history scholars ro compare and contrast Colt's book 
with the hooks of the many accounting telttbook writers mentioned by Colt. 1 believe 
Colt to he far al\Cad of Bennett, Marsh. Harris, Goddard. etc. but would appreciate deeply 
a learned disset1ation on the various teaching methods used by the writers. 
I believe that Previr~ and Merino should note in their 3nJ edi tion that J.C. Colt was 
40 years ahead of Alben G. Scholfield's references to "propcny" and "propeny nghts." 
Perhaps Scholfield wa~ mnucnced by Colt. Remember that Coli did "read law" for a 
year. 
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I will he doing funher searches of the I R41 Boston newspapers AI the Boston 
Public Library 10 see if Coli placed an ad for his speech in Boston and/or for his books. 
Cincinnati seems to ben ci ty that will yaeld some c lues. This is especially tnac for the 
College of Teachers. Philadelphan and New York are 1\lso possibilities for further clues. 
1 am especially intercoted in Cole's pricing structure for hi> different books. 1 am truly 
fa~cinated by Colt's pricing differentials for his various editions. What value would his 
four addresses add to tbc 190-page text ("I) Tiae same is true for the 108-page edation to 
the 190-page ed ia ion. These price differences give a c lue as to the value-ndded by the 
additional 82 pages and then by the additional 144 pages. 
The "teacher's key" offers some very interesting journal entries to tnmsactions 
like life insurance and ctrawings by owners. Since Colt offered detailed explanations-
whether these would be enough to l:thel cenain editions as being a correspondence course 
is problematic ·-, the re is Ill least "some meAt to chew on" by accounting historians. 
I limited this paper to the four addrcoses but I have reviewed a sagnificant amount 
of literamre on J.C. Colt, a~ well as Samuel Colt. In addition, I have presented an exhibit 
on the Colt Family Papers nt lhc Special Col lections and Rare Rook Room at the 
University of Rhode l.~land. Tiu: items 10 this collection included information on J.C. 
Colt 's two other brothers--Christopher Colt, Jr. and James Benjamin Colt-and their two 
tragic sisters-Margaret and Sarah Ann. Whale there are many inreresung characters 
there. John Caldwell Colt's story is the mo~t mclodmmatic of nil of the above-menuoned 
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Colt's. T would be fascinated to be a part of a classic Greek Tragedy of the life and death 
of John C. CoiL 28 
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1815 




1819 June 30 
1820 
1821 May 5 





John C. Colt 
Christopher Colt of Ilartford i~ born. 
Christopher Colt marrie~ Snrah Caldwell, tht: daughter of a wealthy 
businessman and bighly respected cit:i1.en. 
Margaret Colt is born. 
Sardb A. Colt is born. 
John Caldwell Colt is born. 
Christopher Colt, Jr is born. 
Samuel Colt is born. 
J .C. Colt rescued from n vm hy "a stout young girl." 
James B. Colt is hom. 
J.C. Colt temporarily loses his eyesight due to a powder explosion 
m a cannon. 
J.C. Colt is sent to Rev. Daniel Huntington of Hadley, MA for a 
yenr to learn the dead languages. 
J .C. Colt faces tht:se perils: almost drowning nftcr breaking 
through ice; fall nne! a kick from a horse; and a charging buffalo. 
Mary Colt is hom and dies shortly thereafter. 
Christopher Colt is bankrupt. 
Nonnan K. Colt is born and dies shortly thereafter. 
Sarah Caldwell Colt die~ of consumption (TB). 
J.C. Colt is sent to an uncle in Burlington, VT, to learn farming. 
Margaret Colt dies ofTB. She was engaged to E. B. Stedman and 
hnd heen educated at Mi>> Huntley's School. 





1824 Ocl. 25 
1825 









Christopher Coil Sr. and Olivia Sergeant marry. 
"Aunt Price"-Christopher Colt Sr.'s sister--is removed from the 
Colt household. 
Sarah Ann Colt is sent away by her new stepmother to be a 
maid servanL 
J .C. Col! returns to school for a year. 
J.C. Colt's stepmother rejects his attending West Point or Captain 
Partridge's Military Institute. He is placed in a store belonging to 
the Union Manufacturing Company at Marlborongb, cr. He is an 
assistant bookkeeper. 
William II. Colt is born. 
J.C. Colt runs away to New Yorlc. He then goes to Albany and 
back to New York. His father allows him to attend an academy in 
town near Hartford. 11lis lasts three months. 
Mary L. Colt ls born. 
J .C. Coil returns home at his father's urging. 
J.C. Coil leaves borne again. He end~ up in Baltimore, where be 
finds employment as a math teacher in a ladies' seminary. He 
becomes an a.~sistant in a high school as well. 
J.C. Colt becomes a supervisory engineer for a canal about 15 
nliles below Wilkesboume, PA. 
Olivia P. Colt is born. 
J.C. Colt goes to Wilmington, MA where be places himself under 
the tuition of President Fish, late of Wesleyan College in MA. 
Sarah Ann Colt commits suicide by taking arsenic. 
J.C. Colt disappears after his sister's suicide, joins the Navy 
(Marines) to go on a Mediterr.mean cruise on the Frigate 
Constitution. 
J.C. Colt forges his way out of the Marines after sickness. He 

















J.C. Coh i~ challenged to a duel over a shared mtstress. Sensibly, 
be returns to the riverboats and finds another mistress. 
J.C. Colt spends a year <C> a law clerk for cousin Dudley Selden--
later, his chief lawyer at the Adnm' s murder trial. 
J.C. Colt rejects an overture from his father. 
J.C. Colt spends one year at Vermont University as a special 
student with President Marsh and becomes a very successful 
debater. Unfortunately. J.C. Colt begins to bleed in his lungs and 
has symptoms of TB. 
J .C. Coh becomes a trading partner on the Great Lake.~. 
J .C. Coh becomes the center of a bohemian circle. 
J.C. Colt purchases a fam1 in Michigan ru Gooden's Lake on the 
river Raism. Unfortunately. be again has bleeding in his lungs and 
has to leave his farm. 
J.C. Colt and Samuel are together in Cincinnati. 
J.C. Colt regains his strength after much travel in Cincinnati , New 
Orleans, Florida, the Mississippi Valley. and Texn.~ . 
J.C. Colt learns chcmi~try and gives lecrures on 11 m New OrlerulS. 
J.C. Colt saves $1,300 from organizing a serie.~ of mo.squerndes in 
New Orleans. However, the heat of a New Orlean'~ ~ummcr 
drives h1m to Louisville, KY. 
J.C. Colt bcgtns to lecture on bookkeeping and also forms a co-
partnership in speculation with Charles C. Mnriel. who wn.s sent to 
New Orleans. 
J.C. Colt is a bookkeeper with a couon dealer who becomes 
President Lamar of the Republic of Texas. 
Samuel Coh manics Caroline Henshaw on a trip to Europe. 
J.C. Colt publishes Ius I" edition of The Italian Scjencc of Double 
Entry Rook keeping, 209 p., in Cincinnati by N.G. Burgess & 
Co. 
















The public addresses are found on pages 175-209. 
J.C. Colt is oftiliatcd with Frank's Museum in Cincinnati. 
Asa H. Wheeler first meets J.C. Colt when he came to show 
Wheeler a system of bookkeeping. 
J.C. Colt and Frances Anne Meir become friends in Cincinnati. 
Frances overreacts to a communication from him and commits 
suicide. 
J .C. Colt opens a bookstore in Cincinnati to ~ell his book as well 
as An Tngujry into the Origin of Antiqui tie~ of America by John 
Delafield, Jr. 
J.C. Colt's agent in New Orleans speculattl> unwisely and loose.<: a 
considerable sum. Colt is forced to settle the debt. 
J.C. Colt's book 1S used in upwards of200 seminaries. 
J.C. Colt opens a bookstore in New York at No. 14 Counlandt 
Street. 
The fourth edition is published in Philadelphia by T. Cowperwait. 
Pan I, the school editor, ha<; 106 pages. Pan 2, the teacher's and 
clerk's ediuon, has pages 107-209. 
J.C. Colt's fourth edition has a very favorable review in The 
Merchants ' Maga.dne and C'.ommerci~tl Revjew. 
J.C. Colt is arrested in New York whi le dnmk and, seemingly, in 
an attempt to break into a l~twyer's office. 
J.C. Colt opens a bookstore in Philadelphin atlhe comer of Fifth 
and Minor Street. He meets Caroline M. Hanshaw (Henshaw) in 
August. 
Caroline M . Hanshaw move$ to New York and joins J.C. Colt 
J.C. Colt publishes the?"' edition in New York. by B.W. Foster & 
Co. wnh 188 pages, i.e., omitting the public nddn.:sses. 
Samuel Colt advises J.C. Colt to seule his debt with Samuel 
Adams, his printer (publisher). 
1841 May II 
1841 Aug. 2 
Caroline Henshaw moves with J.C. Coil in a room at 42 Monroe 
Street 
J.C. Colt's rents (subleRSCS) an office in New York from Asn 
Wheeler-n teacher of, writing and bookkeeping--in the Granite 
Building, a comer of Chambers street and Broadway. 
1841 Sept. 17 3 pm J .C. Colt and Samuel Adams hnve a fight in which Adams is killed 
with an ax/hammer 111 Colt's office. 
1841 Sept. 17 3 pm A sa Wheeler and his 16 year old pupii-Anac Seignerte--hear the 
Adams/Col L fight. 
1841 Sept. 17/IR Asa Wheeler and his students watch Coil's room 
1841 Sept. 18 6 am A Mudent--26 year old John Delnous-bcars someone nailing a box 
in Colt's office. Delnous leaves for breakfast and, in returning, he 
rinds a box nt the bottom of the stairs. 
1841 Sept. 18 7 am Law Octon--the keeper of the Granite Building-sees J.C. Colt 
carrying the hox down the stairs. 
1841 Sept. I R 5 pm Richard Barstow-a cart-man-transports the box to the 
Kalamazoo. 
1841 Sept. 23 
1841 Sept. 23 
.sc ,-t. 
1841 late 
184 J - 1842 
1841 Oct.2 
1841 late 
John C. Coil is arrested for the murder of Samuel Adams. The 
mayor of NY, Raben Hunter Morris, joins the arresting officers. 
J .C. Colt bas a pocketbook containing the locks of hair from his 
dead mother and sisters . 
J.C. Colt is ~objected to two counts: #I dealt with a hatchet; #2 
dealt with an unknown instrument. 
The Adams/Colt case becomes n key NY newspaper issue. ~ 
Herald (James Gordon Bennett) seMationaJizes the ca.<;e and 
demonizes J .C. Colt. The Tribune (Horace Greeley) morali1-es the 
story. The NY Sun is somewhat sympathetic to J.C. Colt. 
J .C. Colt, 111 letter# I from pnson, considers him~>elf "the victim of 
a eenain portion of the press." 
Samuel Colt pays for his brother's defense, mostly by tran~ferring 
stock. 
IR4l Oct. 10 
1841 late Oct. 
1841 late Oct. 
1841 Oct. 30 
1841-1842 
1841-1842 
1842 Jan. Trial 
1842 Trial 
1842 Jan. Trial 
1842 Jan. Trial 
1842 Jan. Trial 
1842 Jan. Trial 
1842 Jan. Trial 
1842 Jan. Trial 
In leller #3 from prison, J .C. Colt says he wanted to participate in 
his defense but his lawyers wanted to make all lhe decisions 
themselves. 
Soon after his arrest, J.C. Colt's friends send his confession to the 
New York Express in the hope of making a case for self-defense. 
J.C. Colt says in the confession: "But when I thought of the public 
censure and the disgrace J would bring upon my esteemed 
relatives, l concluded to hide by crime by disposing of the body." 
The Tribune reports James B. Colt as saying: "Tnsanity is 
hereditary in the family, a sister had poisoned herself in a fit of 
madness years earlier, and John himself bad several times become 
insane." 
This time around Bcnnen professed himself conv i need of the 
prisoner's guilt, and referred to him frequently--even before his 
trial as "Colt, lhe Homicide." 
"Bennett led the community in calling for the accused man's 
blood ... " 
The administrator of Adams' estate questions the accumcy of 
Adams' books and also doubt~ the solvency of the estate. 
J.C. Colt's counsel objects to the introduction of the possibility of 
a bullet causing Samuel Adam's death. Objection is denied. 
Samuel Colt fires his revolver in the courtroom 10 prove a gun was 
not used to l<ill Adams. 
Adams' body is exhumed and his skull brought into the courtroom 
for examination. 
John Howard Payne- author of the line "Home, Sweet Home," 
James Fenimore Cooper, and Lewis Gaylord Clark-editor of lhe 
Knickerbocker Maga1.ine testify for J.C. Colt. 
Caroline Henshaw testifie.~ for the defense about the deep marks on 
J.C. Colt's throat caused by Adam's grip on it. 
The judge (Kent) rules that J.C. Colt's statement is not admissible 
as evidence. 
Judge Kent finds that the excitement raised by the case is over-
rated. 
I 842 Jan. Trial Judge Kent con~iders J .C. Colt "an uncommon man." 
1842 Jon. Trial Judge Kent states that J.C. Colt is "a man of intrepidity and 
cooiJtcss, such as rarely can be met with ... " 
1842 Jan. 19 
1842 Jan. 
1842 Jan. 24 
1842 
1842 Feb. 6 
1842 Feb. 22 
J.C. Colt's counsel challenges the state's failure to disclose the 300 
people jury list. The court rejects the plea. 
6-19 or 20 or 2 Jor the 225 potential jurors, 169 are challenged and 
rejected "on the ground of their having formed and expressed 




~ peremptorily challenged by the prisoner 
180 
169 prior opinion excu~cd 
I I jury 
The jury returns a verdict of guilty of willful murder. 
Charle~ A. Dana report~ that J.C. Colt live.~ luxuriously in his cell. 
J.C. Colt, in letter #6 from prison, states thnr Samuel Adams had 
broken u good friendship. 
In leiter # 12, wriLten from pri~on, J .C. Colt claim~ he concealed 
Adam's body so that he (Colt) could conLinuc his career of givmg 
public addre~~ on accounting. 
1842 March 12 In letter #14, written from pri~on, J .C. Colt states he was afraid to 
a:;k Samuel Colt for advice the night of the murder for fear or 
making him an accomplice. 
1842 May 5 
1842 May 12 
1842 July 16 
1842 July 
A motion is made for a new trial. 
Motion is denied. 
The Supreme Court of NY approves the verdict. 
N.Y. Supreme Court rules against J.C. Colt. It holds the NYC 
Court has discretion to summon potential juro~. It also defend~ 
1842 
1842 
1842 Sept. 27 
1842 Sept. 28 
1842 Oct. 
1842 
1842 Nov. 3 
1842 mid Nov. 
1842 Nov. 11 
the NYC Court's decision ro test the bullet theory. 
Caroline Hanshaw (Henshaw) gives birth to Samuel Colt, Jr. 
A petition of about 1000 citizens, physicians, and lawyers is sent to 
NY Governor Seward, asking for a review of the J.C. Colt case. 
The sentence is given after a written protest by J .C. Colt is given to 
the Coun. The sentence was hanging on Nov. 18, 1842. 
Lo letter #10, wriucn from prison, J.C. Colt regrets his choice of the 
word "tramhle" in his remarks to the Coun. 
J.C. Colt's counsel aslcs the NY Supreme Court for a stay. Request 
denied. 
Rumors of plots to free J.C. Colt from prison abound. 
Chancellor Walworth is petitioned for a st:ly, which is refused. 
Governor Seward rejects the petition. 
N.Y. Governor Seward decides not to intervene. He publishes bis 
review of the case shortly thereafter in the Stare paper (The Albany 
Journal). 
1842 Nov. 18 I pm J.C. Colt marries Caroline Hanshaw (Henshaw) in prison. 
Witnesses were Samuel Colt, James Fenimore Cooper, and Lewis 
Gaylord Clark. Rev. Dr. Henry Anthon conducts the service. 
IR42 Nov. 18 l pm J.C. Colt gives Rev. Dr. Anthon $500 to care for Samuel Colt, Jr. 
1842 Nov. 18 3:30pm 
1842 Nov. 18 
1842 Dec. 
1844 
Just before his scheduled execution, J.C. Colt stabs himself to 
death. At the same time his body is found, a fire breaks out in the 
jail. 
J.C. Colt's body is placed in the vaults of St. Mark's Church. 
An anicle in the Democratic Review raises significant issues about 
the case, including a possible change of testimony by Law Octon. 
The article raises issues of an unnan1ed foreign magazine putting 
pressure to bang J.C. Colt. 
J.C. Colt's !Oih edition is published in NY by Nafis & Cornish, 253 
pages, including J.C. Colt's 1841 Boston address. 
1845 
1846 





I R62 Jan. 4(?) 
1862 
1817 
The 11 111 edition i~ published m NY by Nafi~ & Corni!.h, 188 p. 
The 12'h edition is published. 
Chri~topher Colt, Sr., dies in Hnnford. 
Samuel Colt purchases a lot in Greenwood cemetery. perhaps for 
John and hi~ fami ly. 
James Fenimore Cooper publi~he.~ The Way of the Hou~. a 
fictionalized recreation of the J.C. Colt ca.~e. 
Miss Julia Leicester (Caroline Henshaw Colt) meets and marries a 
young Prussian nobleman nnd army officer- Baron Fn:Ucrick Von 
Oppen. She is there with Samuel Colt (posing as her nephew) and 
herself (posing a.~ Samuel Colt's niece and ward). 
Samuel Colt (Jr.)'? visits his uncle Samuel (?) in the U.S. 
Samuel Colt dies in Hanford. 
Samuel Colt bequest.~ his nephew (?) Samuel Caldwell Colt a sum 
of nearly $2,000,000. Mrs. Samuel Colt protests and is then shown 
the original marriage cenificatc of Samuel Colt and Caroline 
Henshaw--sourcc of this is llnrold C. Colt, Jr. in 1952. 
Samuel M. Everett reports seeing J.C. Colt at a ranch in Santa 
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